Yule Wreath Silk Hoop

By Francesca De Grandis, Courtesy of Jacquard Products

This hand-painted silk wreath has old-fashioned spirit and a modern twist. It will last for years, saving you lots of money on holiday wreaths.

Materials:

- Silk hoop
- Jacquard Green Label Silk Dyes: Carmine Red #714, Viridian Green #736, Turquoise #730, Citron #701, Black #759
- Jacquard Permanent Water Based Resist: Gold
- Resist applicator bottle
- Silk-painting brush (a 5/8” Round Bamboo Sumi is perfect)
- Plastic drop cloth
- Newspaper
- Rubber gloves
- Pencil or Auto Fade Pen
**Directions:**

1) Cover your work surface with plastic. Add a layer of newspaper on top to catch drips that might pool up on plastic.

2) Suspend your hoop between two pieces of cardboard, so that your silk does not rest directly on the work surface.

3) Starting from the center, draw the wreath’s outline using the Gold Permanent Water-Based Resist. (You may wish to pre-sketch your design using a pencil or Auto Fade Pen.) When drawing, hold the applicator bottle plumb, with its tip resting gently on the silk, and squeeze just a bit as you gently draw the tip across the silk (see picture for correct position). All of the resist lines should be unbroken. They should also make complete shapes. Dyes need resist lines to remain contained. The smallest gap lets the dye bleed into other areas.

4) Check and reinforce your lines.

5) Let the resist dry completely.

6) When resist is completely dry, you are ready to start painting. You may want to wear the rubber gloves.

7) Start with Citron Silk Colors dye. Paint the dye in some of the wreath areas, filling in the spaces completely.
8) Working quickly, you want to have an area of color still wet when you blend another color into it, the next dye so that the two colors blend.

9) Add Viridian Green Silk Colors dye, again blending it into some areas of the Citron or Turquoise Silk Colors dye.

10) Mix a bit of Black and Viridian Green Silk Colors dye to make a dark green for the outer background. Don’t worry about mixing an exact shade. You just need a darker background to make the wreath pop.

11) Paint your bow with the Carmine Red Silk Colors dye. Mix a bit of Black dye and Carmine Red Silk Colors dye to make a dark red. Use this dark red to shadow the bow, letting the colors blend.

12) Attach a string to the hoop to hang it or rest it on windowsill so that the sun shines through it like stained glass.

13) Enjoy unique holiday décor!

Information for these and all Jacquard products can be found at www.jacquardproducts.com, or 800-442-0455.

---

**Biography:**

Outlaw Bunny AKA Francesca De Grandis is multi-hyphenated. Painter, humorist, mystic, public figure, semi-recluse, Santa’s elf, spiritual guide, bard, mega-upcycler, J. Whedon fan. Busy busy rabbit. She released a best-selling music album, wrote a best-selling book, and has taught creative process to newbies and pros in a variety of artistic fields. She believes we’re all skilled artists, given the right genre and right support. She also teaches Celtic shamanism and interfaith experiential-mysticism. When Multiple Sclerosis made holding a guitar too difficult, she took up mandolin. Her focus also shifted to dye-art.